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Plan of the talk
Ⅰ why extrasolar planets ?
Ⅱ detection methods
Ⅲ transiting planet projects 

at University of Tokyo
Ⅳ the Rossiter effect
Ⅴ toward astrobiology



Ⅰ why extrasolar planets ?



Search for extrasolar planets 

the goal: Are we alone ?
origin of the earth
origin of the Solar System
habitable planets ⇒ origin of life 
signature of extra-terrestrial life ?
extra-terrestrial intelligence ?

“Where are they ?” E.Fermi (1950)



Why extrasolar planets now ?
directly related to one of the most 
fundamental questions

origin of life
Just started

first discovery in 1995 ! 
easier to convince taxpayers

other sciences became too detailed or too 
matured to achieve really fundamental 
contribution

Very few experts in this field, and quite 
interdisciplinary

whatever experts in physics, planetary science, 
astronomy, geology, climate, and biology are 
welcome to join in many respects



“Evolution” of extra-solar planet research
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The first astro-ph paper with a 
word “planet” in its abstract

astro-ph/9309052

MACHO discovery paper by C.Alcock et al. 

Possible Gravitational Microlensing of 
a Star in the Large Magellanic Cloud

… A less exotic alternative is normal matter in 
the form of bodies with masses ranging from 
that of a large planet to a few Msun…



Ⅱ detection methods



Direct imaging ?
Jupiter at a distance of 10 pc Jupiter at a distance of 10 pc 

visual magnitude: 27mag
angular distance from the 

star： 0.5arcsec

need to detect a 10-9

times darker object than 
the main star which 
locates within a typical 
seeing scale of the 
ground observation !

⇒ Just impossible！⇒ Just impossible！

×10-9

0.5 arcsec

X10-9～-10



An observed brown dwarf: 
Gliese 229b

Jupiter seen at a distance of 10pc : 
14 times closer to the star !

1/200,000 darker !

Gliese229 b:
angular 

separation 
7 arcsec

luminosity ratio      
5000 

left：Palomar
right：HST

(T.Nakajima)

Gliese229 b:
angular 

separation 
7 arcsec

luminosity ratio      
5000 

left：Palomar
right：HST

(T.Nakajima)

(Nakajima et al. 1995)



A brief history of extrasolar planets
1995 : the first extrasolar planet around the main 
sequence star 51 Pegasi (Mayor & Queloz)
1999 : transit of a known planet around HD209458 
(Charbonneau et al., Henry et al.)
2001 : Na in the atmosphere of HD209458b
2003： first discovery of a planet by transit method 
alone (1.2 day orbital period: OGLE)
2005: first detection of the spin-orbit misalignment 
via the Rossiter effect (Winn et al.)
2007: habitable super-Earth ? (Udry et al. 2007)
～250 extrasolar planets are reported (July 2007)

http://exoplanets.org/



Radial velocity of a star perturbed by a planet

Even if planets are not directly observable, 
their presence can be inferred dynamically 

velocity modulation of 
the Sun:

12.5 m/s （Jupiter）
0.1 m/s （Earth）

an accuracy of 1m/s 
achieved from the ground 
observation

⇒ the major method of  
(Jovian) planet search



51 Pegasi b: the first discovered 
planet around a main-sequence star
discovered from the periodic change of the radial 
velocity of the central star (Mayor & Queloz 1995)

P=4.2 days !P=4.2 days !



Pioneers of radial velocity measurements 

fighting spirit invincible 



Stellar light curve variation due to 
planetary transit

Mercury across the Sun
(TRACE satellite, Nov. 1999)

Transit probability:  10% (0.05AU/aorbit)(Rstar/RSun）

Variation:  1%(Rplanet/RJupiter)2(RSun/Rstar)2

from the ground: ～ 0.1%： OK for Jupiter, but not for Earth

http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/2001/38/



Transit method 
for the extrasolar

planet search

Precise mass since inclination angle is 
determined (only observable for edge-on 
system: inclination ~ 90 deg.)
size of the planet can be estimated
complementary to the radial velocity method
Low probability:

10% (0.05AU/aorbit)(Rstar/RSun）

Small flux variation:
1%(Rplanet/RJupiter)2(RSun/Rstar)2



the first discovery of a transiting planet:  
HD209458

detected the light curve 
change at the phase 
consistent with the radial 
velocity (Charbonneau et al. 
2000, Henry et al. 2000)

Ground-based observation (2000)

HST 4 orbits

Brown et al. (2001)

Sum of HST data



Estimated parameters of HD209458b

First ever convincing evidence for the case 
of an extrasolar planet !
Mp=0.63 MJ, Rp=1.3 RJ  

ρ=0.4 g/cm3 <  Saturn’s density
Gas planet ! (not black hole, rock …)
ｇ=970 cm/s2

HD209458    G0V  V=7.58  (d=47pc)
HD209458b  Orbital Period   3.52474 ± 0.00004 days

viewing angle   86.68±0.14 deg
Mass                 0.63 MJupiter
Size                   1.347±0.060 RJupiter



First 
detection of 
atmospheric 
absorption of 
HD209458b

with HST

Nov. 2001: additional sodium absorption 
during the transiting phase (Charbonneau et al. 2002)

The first detection of atmosphere of an 
extrasolar planet

http://hubblesite.org/
newscenter/archive/

2001/38/



HD209458b：
evaporating planet ?

Unexpectedly large amount of 
Lyαabsorption (15%)

⇒ evaporating neutral hydrogen cloud？

http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/2003/08/
Vidal-Madjar et al. Nature 422(2003)143
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absorption 
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emission 
line



Secondary eclipse of HD209458b 
(Spitzer infrared satellite)

http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/Media/releases/ssc2005-09/release.shtml



Ⅲ transiting planet projects
at University of Tokyo



Transiting planet projects at Univ. of Tokyo
Search for the planetary atmosphere with Subaru

the most stringent upper limits from ground-based obs.
Winn et al.  PASJ 56(2004) 655 (astro-ph/0404469)
Narita et al. PASJ 57(2005) 471 (astro-ph/0504450)

Constraining the stellar spin and the planetary orbital 
axes from the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect

New analytic formulae (Ohta, Taruya & Suto 2005)

First detection (Winn et al. 2005 ApJ, 631, 1215)
Search for reflected light from planets

collaboration with Andrew Cameron (St. Andrews Univ.)  &  
Chris Leigh (Liverpool John Moores Univ.)



Subaru 
observation 

with HDS

Yasushi Suto, Norio Narita  (Univ. of Tokyo)
Toru Yamada, Wako Aoki  (National Ast. Obs. Japan)
Bun-ei Sato (Kobe Univ.)
Edwin L. Turner  (Princeton Univ.)
Josh Winn (Harvard Univ.)

“Spectro-photometric search 
for scattered light from HD209458b”

S02B-16 on October 24 and 26, 2002



Search for scattered light from HD209458b

Statistical search 
for the scattered 
components 
Doppler-shifted at 
vp(t) from the 
stellar absorption 
lines.
The spectral 
resolution of HDS 
(λ /Δλ=50000) is 
10 times better 
than that of STIS, 
HST  (λ /Δλ=5540).



Orbital phase and radial velocity of 
HD209458b at our observing runs

Subaru/HDS

previous velocity curve 
(Wittenmyer et al. 2003)

Winn et al.  PASJ 56(2004) 655,  astro-ph/0404469
Narita et al. PASJ 57(2005)471 , astro-ph/0504450



radial velocity measurement with I2-cell
Absorption lines of I2 as 
accurate standard rulers
Accuracy ～3m/s achieved

I2-cell

HDS on Subaru

HD209458

HD209458+I2cell Winn et al. (2004)



Transit transmission spectroscopy

time

template
telluric

planetary orbital phase

Narita et al. (2005)



Search for Hα
absorption due to 
the atmosphere of 

HD209458b 
Na I (D2) 5889.97Å

Na I (D1) 5895.94Å

Hα 6562.81Å

Hβ 4861.34Å

Hγ 4340.48Å

Hα
Template steller spectrum
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In TransitIn Transit

HHαα
Telluric spectrum

Winn et al. (2004)



most stringent upper limits from 
ground-based optical observations

Comparison with previous results 
for 0.3 angstrom bandwidth

(Bundy and Marcy 2000)

Narita et al. (2005)

time



Ⅳ the Rossiter effect



Spectroscopic transit signature: 
the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect

planet
star

Approaching 
part

Receding 
part

Shadow of 
the planet

Wavelength
shift of line center

Time-dependent 
asymmetry in the 
stellar Doppler 
broadened line profile 

an apparent anomaly 
of the stellar radial 
velocity

originally discussed in  
eclipsing binary 
systems

Rossiter (1924)
McLaughlin (1924)



Velocity anomaly due to the Rossiter effect

planetary 
orbit

Hoshinavi 2005 Feb.

spin-orbit parallel

spin-orbit anti-parallel

（receding）

（receding）

（approaching）

（approaching）
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Previous result of the Rossiter-
McLaughlin effect for  HD209458

in transit

Stellar rotation and planetary orbit
Queloz et al. (2000) A&A 359, L13

ELODIE on 193cm telescope

out of transit

HD209458 radial velocity data
http://exoplanets.org/

Origin of angular momentum



Analytic templates for the velocity anomaly 
due to the Rossiter -McLaughlin effect

Limb darkening: 
B= 1- ε (1-cos θ)

Ohta, Taruya & Suto: 
ApJ 622(2005)1118

First  analytic 
formula
using 
perturbation 
theory
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Measurement of Spin-Orbit alignment 
in an Extrasolar Planetary System

Joshua N. Winn (MIT),  R.W. Noyes,  M.J. 
Holman,  D.B. Charbonneau, Y. Ohta, A. Taruya,  
Y. Suto,  N. Narita, E.L. Turner, J.A. Johnson,  
G.W. Marcy,  R.P. Butler,  &  S.S. Vogt

ApJ 631(2005)1215 (astro-ph/0504555)



Analytic templates for the velocity anomaly 
due to the Rossiter -McLaughlin effect

Limb darkening: B= 1- ε (1-cos θ)

ε=0.64 ε=0

(Semi)-analytic template curves (Ohta, Taruya & Suto 2004)

Subaru/HDS
error-bar

Subaru/HDS
error-bar



Precision analysis of the Rossiter-
McLaughlin effect for HD209458

perturbation formula by Ohta et al. (2005)

HD209458 re-examined with the latest data
radial velocity data (Keck)

optical photometry (HST)

infrared photometry (Spitzer)

the first detection of the misalignment 
between the stellar spin and the planetary 
orbital axes by (－4.4±1.4)deg

an order-of-magnitude more accurate than before 

c.f., 6 degree misalignment for the Solar system

λ≠0 problem other than in cosmology !

λ

4.14.4 oo ±−=λ



HD209458 parameter fit

Winn et al.  
astro-ph/0504555 
ApJ 631(2005)1215
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first 
detection of 
non-zero λ !

4.14.4 oo ±−=λ
3σ detection !

Winn et al.  astro-ph/0504555 ApJ 631(2005)1215

transit photometry (HST)

radial velocity (Keck)

residuals
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Our group detected the Rossiter
effect for 4 transiting planets so far

HD209458b (Winn et al. 2005) λ= -4.4±1.4deg
HD189733b (Winn et al. 2006) λ= -1.4±1.1deg
TrES-1b (Narita et al. 2006) λ= 30±21deg
HAT-P-2b (Winn et al. 2007) λ= 0.3±9.8deg

More to come !
Subaru (radial velocity) & MAGNUM (photometry) 

simultaneous observation campaign
P.I.  N.Narita



Measurement of the Spin-Orbit Alignment in 
the Exoplanetary System HD 189733

Winn et al. ApJ 653(2006)L69, AJ 133(2007)1828



Measurement of the Rossiter-McLaughlin Effect 
in the Transiting Exoplanetary System TrES-1 

Narita et al. PASJ (2007) in press, astro-
ph/0702707



Spin-Orbit Alignment in the 
Exoplanetary System HAT-P-2
Winn et al. ApJL(2007) in press



HATnet: Hungarian-made Automated 
Telescope

HATNet is a network of six small (11cm diameter), 
wide-field (8x8deg), fully-automated "HAT" telescopes

a multi-site and multi-instrument network searching for 
the tiny (1%) transit signature of extrasolar planets

Mauna Kea, Hawaii
Fred Lawrence Whipple Obs., Arizona
Wise, Israel



HAT-P-2b: A Super-Massive Planet in an 
Eccentric Orbit Transiting a Bright Star
Central star: HD147506

V=8.7, F8V, d=135pc, 4.3Lsun, 1.35Msun, 1.8Rsun

Planet: HD147506b=HAT-P-2b
P=5.63day, e=0.5, 8.2MJ, 1.2RJ, ρ=6.6g/cc



Discovery of the Uranus rings
Serendipitous 
discovery

Uranus’s transit 
against a background 
star (Elliot et al. 1977)
Neptune’s ring was 
discovered also by 
transit technique in 
1986

Transit proved to 
be useful in 
detecting rings of 
the Solar planets !

VLT＠2.2μm
5min exposure
（Nov. 2002）



Signatures of planetary rings

Ring’s inner and outer 
radii, gap, planet’s 
radius imprints strong 
features in the 
photometric and 
spectroscopic data
Statistical analysis of 
the residuals with 
respect to the best-fit 
ringless model

Spectroscopy (Rossiter)

Photometric 
light curve

Ohta, Taruya & YS: astro-ph/0611466



Detectability of a ring

time

Velocity 
anomaly 

due to the 
Rossiter

effect

Photometric 
signature

residual

residual

a hypothetical ring 
around HD209458

1.5Rpl<Rring<2Rpl

deviation from a 
best-fit single planet
δv～1m/s
δF/F～0.1%

marginally 
detectable level 
even with the 
current technology
Ohta, Taruya & YS: 

astro-ph/0611466



How about hot Jupiter and Saturn rings ?

Hot Jupiter： edge-on rotation due to the tidal locking
Saturn：30 deg. inclined, but spin of the Sun is small
Worse in either case, but still detectable potentially (S/N=1)

Ohta, Taruya & YS: astro-ph/0611466



Future of transiting 
planet research: 

follow Hantaro Nagaoka
Nagaoka’s Saturn model of atom

Nagaoka: Phil. Mag. 7(1904) 445 
⇒ quantum atomic physics

Transiting planets
Orbital angular momentum（L)：
radial velocity
Spin of star（S)： Rossiter effect
Spin of planet（ｓ）： ring, satellite

From planets to atomic physics
From atomic physics to planets



Ⅴ toward astrobiology



A possible roadmap of sciences 
of extrasolar planets

Discovery phase of gas giant planets (1995-)
Discovery of planetary atmosphere (2002)
Detailed spectroscopic study of planets
Discovery of IR emission of planets (2005)
Discovery of visible reflection light 
Discovery of planetary ring
Discovery of extrasolar planetary satellite
Discovery of terrestrial planets
Discovery of habitable terrestrial planet
Identifying biomarker

Red-edge of extrasolar plant ?
Discovery of extraterrestrial life



Habitable terrestrial planet ?
“Super-Earth” ESO press 
release April 25, 2007

M-dwarf Gliese 581, 6.26pc
Three planets

GL581b 15.6 ME, P=5.4day
GL581c 5ME, P=13.0day,  
0～40℃？Rocky planet？

GL581d 7.7ME, P=83.6d



The Mainichi
May 23, 

2007



A Super-Earth around Gliese 581



Astrobiology ?   Not yet
Discovery of extrasolar planets is a wonderful 
breakthrough in astronomy (and philosophy, maybe)

But mere discovery has no biological information

How can we identify the signature of life ? 
Biomarker

Suppose our earth is 
located at 10pc away. Can 
we identify any signature 
of life from photometric 
and spectroscopic data 
alone ?

Earth-shine
http://modarch.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://www.nasa.gov/home/index.html



Red edge of (extrasolar) plants:    
a biomarker in extrasolar planets

Significant reflectivity 
of leaves of terrestrial 
planets for λ>7000Å

An interesting (maybe 
unique) candidate for  
a biomarker ?

extrasolar plants as 
a biomarker in 
extrasolar planets

Seager, Ford & Turner
astro-ph/0210277

Reflection 
spectrum 
of leaves

Chlorophyll A
Chlorophyll B



Expected daily change of the 
reflected light from the earth

Assume that the earth’s reflected light is completely 
separated from the Sun’s flux ! 

TPF (Terrestrial Planet Finder) in (10～20) years from now ?

Periodic change of 10% level due to different 
reflectivity of land, ocean, forest, and so on
Cloud is the most uncertain factor: weather forecast !

Ford, Seager & Turner: Nature 412 (2001) 885



Earthshine observation
Spectroscopic observation of dark side of the 
Moon
the red edge in the scattered light from the earth 
can be identified ?
Simulated spectroscopic observation of the earth 
at several pc away

Sunlight



Woolf & Smith
ApJ 574   (2002) 430

“The spectrum 
of earthshine: 
A Pale Blue 
Dot Observed 
from the 
Ground”

a previous attempt of earthshine spectroscopy: 
red-edge in a pale blue dot ?

refectivity

wavelength [Å]

red edge 
identified 
？？？



Vesto Melvin Slipher (1875-1969)

Discovered redshifts of “spiral nebulae” now 
known as galaxies
Essential contribution for Hubble’s discovery of 
expanding universe

“Observations of Mars in 1924 made 
at the Lowell Observatory:  II 

spectrum observations of Mars’’
PASP 36(1924)261

Red-edge as a biomarker  (at least) in 1924 !

Astrobiology indeed in 1924 ! Astrobiology indeed in 1924 ! 



Kepler mission (June 2008 launch?)
differential photometry survey of transit planets
expect to discover > 50 terrestrial planets in 4 years ?

http://kepler.nasa.gov/



Kepler mission (2008)



Darwin (ESA: launch after 2015)
infra-red space interferometry:
imaging and spectroscopy

http://ast.star.rl.ac.uk/darwin/



Prospects in the 21st century: 
from astronomy to astrobiology

Gas planets: from discovery phase 
to “characterization” phase

Understand origin, formation and 
evolution

Discovery of terrestrial planets
Discovery of habitable planets

Liquid water
Ultra-precise spectroscopy

Separate the planetary 
emission/reflection/absorption 
spectra from those of stars

How to convince ourselves of the 
presence of extra-terrestrial life simply 

from remote observations ?  Biomarker !!!



Future prospects
exciting era of extrasolar planet research

Just like cosmology in 1965 (Penzias and Wilson) 
or in 1992 (COBE)

Simply 10-40 years behind ? i.e., bright future !
What if we discover more than 1000 terrestrial 
planets in the next decade ? 

Just like cosmology in 2006 (WMAP+others) ?

How to convince ourselves of the presence of 
extra-terrestrial life simply from remote 
observations ?

Precision extrasolar planet research ?
Go (back) to SETI after all ?
Ultra-precise spectroscopy is the key !
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